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s a planning commissioner or member of a zoning board of appeals (ZBA), you likely live in a state that requires some kind of public hearing in the
consideration of an application for zoning relief.

Some courts may view proceedings
on an application to be administrative or quasi-adjudicative, requiring
a “due process” hearing to adjudicate
the rights of the proponents and opponents to the application. Courts
may also view a particular application
as legislative in character, where the
ultimate decision need not be solely
based on the information produced
at the hearing. No matter the kind of
hearings your board or commission
will oversee, you will be interested to
know that many communities adopt
rules of procedure to promote an efficient process that complies with the
principles of fairness and any applicable due process requirements.
The authority to adopt such rules
may be expressly provided by statute.
Illinois, for example, recently adopted
Section 11-13-22 of its Municipal
Code. This allows municipalities outside Chicago to adopt or authorize
the ZBA and any other board, commission, or committee that conducts
zoning hearings (hereinafter “board”)
to adopt rules of procedures governing those public hearings. The rules of
procedures may concern participation
in public hearings and the participants’
rights to cross-examine witnesses and
to present testimony and evidence,
and any other relevant matter.

Even if the authority is not expressly
provided by the legislature, it may be
“necessarily implied” from the general powers to conduct such hearings in the first place. This express
or implied authority should provide
your community with the flexibility
to tailor appropriate rules for your
municipality. While an urban community may want detailed rules and
procedures, a rural community may
not; procedures that are important
in one municipality may not be in
another. Of course, there may be
no requirement that municipalities
adopt rules of procedure, and communities may instead choose to treat
each public hearing on a case-by-case
basis. However, municipalities should
consider adopting basic procedures to
govern their public hearings and to
promote efficiency and fairness.
Without such rules, skilled attorneys
could turn a straightforward public
hearing process into something akin
to a full trial, demanding significant
procedural accommodations that
can frustrate and confuse appointed
or elected officials, applicants, and
members of the public. While applicants are entitled to a full airing
of a proposed project, the question
becomes how much procedure is
enough? Your rules can help set the
boundaries.

So, what kind of rules can your community adopt to help manage zoning
hearings? Of course, this question
may already be decided by your state’s
zoning enabling act, open meetings
act, or other law prescribing public
hearing conduct. In the absence of
such restrictions, you should consider
the following in developing rules for
administering zoning hearings:
The rules should be tailored to the
circumstances specifically before the
board. The rules of procedure should
be general in scope, and should allow that the rules may be temporarily waived, suspended, or adjusted to
meet the particular needs of the public hearing process. Observing strict
rules may be unnecessary for a simple
side-yard variance, but a more formal procedure may be needed for a
contested and complex planned unit
development.
n

Participants may be entitled to
cross-examine adverse witnesses,
especially if they have a property interest affected by the zoning application. However, not every participant
is entitled to the full panoply of dueprocess rights. Accordingly, the rules
might limit the class of people that
might exercise this right, such as adjacent or nearby property owners.
n

Cross-examination should be
straightforward and assist the public
body in reaching its decision. A useful requirement is to make sure that
those conducting a cross-examination
limit their questions to the factors
required to be demonstrated to support the zoning relief. These standards
are listed in the zoning code sections
dealing with the zoning relief in question (e.g., special uses, variations, text
and map amendments).
n

The rules should distinguish between ordinary public comment and
testimony that may be the subject of
cross-examination, and should keep
participants from blurring the lines
between these categories.
n

Require prior registration for
participants to provide comment,
testimony, or questions on an application. Registration is useful not
only for managing public hearings,
but also as a record of who appeared
and provided testimony. The registration forms can have a notes section
for the chair or secretary to note the
testimony offered.
n
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Some states allow the appointment of a hearing
officer to take evidence or otherwise assist in the
administration of a public hearing, which may be
noted in the rules of procedure.
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n

Some states grant boards the power to compel
the attendance of witnesses; if the governing law
does not already provide the relevant guidelines,
rules may be used to establish the factors to be
considered and the circumstances under which the
board exercises its subpoena power, if at all.
n

The rules may provide that the hearing is automatically closed upon a vote of the board to make
a recommendation on the relief. Alternatively, the
hearing may be continued for the applicant, a member of the public, staff, or the attorney to provide
new or additional information at a continued hearing date.
n

These are just a few examples. While it is not always necessary, it is far better to consider rules in
advance rather than trying to develop them once
your community is faced with a complex zoning
application. With foresight, the board will be able
to limit duplicative presentations of evidence while
still granting applicants a full hearing for their requested relief.
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Public hearings before the board are not court
proceedings and, while some formal procedures are
necessary, the procedure is more flexible and informal process than a court proceeding. Participants
should be reminded that rules of evidence and rules
of civil procedure are only guides, and not strictly
applicable to your public hearing.
n

owntowns are critical to the well-being of the community. Here are resources to assist
you as you plan for your downtown.

Articles

Are Schools and Family the Keys to
Revitalization?
Gary G. Hamer
Practicing Planner, September 2011
Beauty Isn’t Everything in Your
Downtown Plan
Phillip L. Walker
The Commissioner, April 2010
The Relaxed Zoning Overlay: A Tool for
Addressing the Property Vacancy Cycle
Stephen Pantalone and Justin B. Hollander
Zoning Practice, September 2011
Top Ten Myths of Downtown Planning
Phillip L. Walker
Planning, June 2009

Books

Available at APAPlanningBooks.com
Downtown Planning for Smaller and
Midsized Communities
Philip L. Walker
APA Planners Press, 2009
Planning and Zoning for Downtown
Redevelopment
PAS Essential Info Packet EIP-26
APA Planning Advisory Service, 2010

Streaming Education

Available from www.planning.org/store/
streaming
Redevelopment and Revitalization for a
New Era
American Planning Association, 2010

Websites

Downtown and Business District Market
Analysis: Tools to Create Economically Vibrant
Commercial Districts in Small Cities
University of Wisconsin–Extension
www.uwex.edu/CES/cced/downtowns/dma/
index.cfm
Downtown Research and Development Center
www.downtowndevelopment.com
Downtown Revitalization
USDA Rural Information Center, National
Agricultural Library
www.nal.usda.gov/ric/ricpubs/downtown.html
National Trust for Historic Preservation—
Main Street Program
www.preservationnation.org/main-street
Project for Public Spaces—Downtowns
www.pps.org/downtowns

Placemaking on a Budget: Improving Small
Towns, Neighborhoods, and Downtowns
Without Spending a Lot of Money
Al Zelinka and Susan Jackson Harden
PAS Report 536
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